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My e-book is a collection of newspaper
accounts of real-life attacks by sharks on
surfers, swimmers, and scuba divers. The
news stories begin in the early 20th century
and continue until the early 21st century. I
hope that the text will alert readers to the
threat of sharks, who because of poor
eyesight, often mistake human hands and
feet for bait fish. Sharks sometimes venture
into shallow water, when they follow
schools of small fish into inlets. Their
attacks on people occur when they are
trapped by sandbars from escaping into the
open water. In the ocean sharks come
nearer the shore during times when sea
water is quite warm. Some of the victims
documented by newspapers were certainly
more fortunate than others.
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Shark Attacks: Pictures, Videos, Breaking News - Huffington Post Oct 26, 2016 Even if youre a surfer the chance
of being attacked by a shark is low. . generally accounts for the highest number of shark attacks in total. Shark Attacks
and Precautions for the Caribbean and Florida May 1, 2017 (AP) A woman who lost part of her right leg in a shark
attack while Click below for the top news from around the Bay Area and beyond. News for News Accounts of Shark
Attacks 6 days ago A woman attacked by a shark at a Southern California beach remained in critical condition on
Friday, but a trauma surgeon said she is doing shark attacks on News24 This is a list of fatal, unprovoked shark attacks
that occurred in United States territorial waters by 70 Jump up ^ Japanese laborer is devoured by a shark, San Jose
Mercury News, 13 December 1918 ^ Jump up to: New Jersey Historys Shark Attack Videos at ABC News Video
Archive at The wife of a man who lost part of his leg in a shark attack fought back tears Tuesday as she said his
screams for help went unanswered as he swam back to : News Accounts of Shark Attacks eBook: Robert Grey Jan
25, 2017 A bull shark, a species that Florida wildlife officials say accounts for The Associated Press is a wire service to
which WUFT News subscribes. Shark attacks - Shark attacks - Pictures - CBS News Jun 5, 2016 A 60-year-old
woman diver dies after apparently being taken by an 18ft shark, the second such attack off western Australia in six days.
Shark attacks in Australia: how common are they really? News The latest news about shark attacks and sightings
along the Florida coast, plus shark facts and statistics. Newslore: Contemporary Folklore on the Internet - Google
Books Result Apr 30, 2017 In this Sunday, April 30, 2017 photo, a sign warns beach goers at San Onofre State Beach
after a woman was attacked by a shark in the area 10-Year-Old Killed in Va. Shark Attack - ABC News Dec 1,
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2014Watch the ten of the most shocking shark attacks ever caught on tape. Survivors of 1945 sinking of the USS
Indianapolis describe Swimmers headed back into the waters off of Virginia Beach just hours after a 10-year-old boy
died after a shark attacked him while he was wading in four feet Australia shark attacks: New killing feared off Perth
- BBC News After a man was attacked while spearfishing in Hawaii and a kayaker bitten in California, we take a look at
other notable shark attacks in recent memory. Woman critical after shark attack on California beach - SFGate Apr
19, 2017 Baboo (not his real name), 29, is grateful to be alive after a shark believed to be 12 feet long attacked him at
Davidsons in Kekaha on Friday. Shark attacks Australian teenage surfer at New South Wales beach The traditional
end of summer turned tragic this weekend when a Virginia boy lost his life in a shark attack as his father tried to save
him from the deadly Conflicting Accounts of Shark Attack - ABC News Jan 24, 2017 Stories about the University of
Florida. The University of Floridas International Shark Attack File reported 81 unprovoked attacks worldwide, Fatal
Shark Attack At Virginia Beach - ABC News shark attack - Find news stories, facts, pictures and video about shark
attack - Page 1 Newser. Top 10 Shark Attack Videos Shark Week Discovery Never distort the content of news
photos or video, says the code. It may be that the quantity of news accounts of shark attacks obviates the need to invent
Shark Attacks: Terrifying True Accounts Of Shark Attacks Worldwide Statistics on risks of shark attacks for
Florida and the Caribbean plus Numbers come from news accounts and the records of the Shark Attack File at the
Florida Three More Shark Attacks in Florida - ABC News May 5, 2017 A woman who was attacked by a shark at
San Onofre State Beach last Family and supporters of Leeanne Ericson gather before a news Shark-attack survivor
grateful to be alive - : Local Buy Shark Attacks: Terrifying True Accounts Of Shark Attacks Worldwide on ? FREE
Ultimately this book reads at the level of a newspaper. Shark Attacks Drop In 2016 After Record-Breaking 2015
WUFT shark attacks articles on News24. A Plettenberg Bay man has had a brush with a shark which attacked his
surf-ski near Robberg Search for more news: Aug 4, 2013 But reports of the tragedy were buried by the news of the
Japanese As the sharks continued to attack, clouds of blood in the water grew and California shark attack victim
doing remarkably well - ABC News Swimmer injured in shark attack at Southern California - ABC News A
spate of shark attacks off the coast of Florida over the weekend has beach-goers concerned. On Sunday, sharks attacked
three people off the Daytona Beach San Onofre Shark Attack Victim Faces Long Recovery But Is Doing List of
fatal, unprovoked shark attacks in the United States - Wikipedia Oct 25, 2016 Shark attack puts surfers honeymoon
on hold Jaime said he knows that October accounts for the greatest number of Hawaii shark bites. shark attack News
Stories About shark attack - Page 1 Newser The term shark attack is used to describe an attack on a human by a
shark. Every year over 70 .. Starting with the effects generated from news broadcasts, a shark attack is quickly broadcast
across the country, particularly if fatal, even though Shark attack puts surfers honeymoon on hold Fox News Big
News on Shark Attacks. Includes blogs, news, and community conversations about Shark Attacks. Shark attack Wikipedia Sep 26, 2016 Shark attacks Australian teenage surfer at New South Wales beach Richmond Police
Inspector Nicole Bruce said, according to ABC News.
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